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Abstract - Large scale distributed systems such as cloud 
computing applications are becoming very common. These 
applications come with increasing challenges on how to transfer 
and where to store and compute data. This system presents an 
innovative idea in cloud computing. In a giant cloud we are able 
to add thousands of nodes together. The main aim is to allot 
fi les to those nodes while not creating signifi cant load to any 
of the nodes, for that fi les square measure partitioned off into 
completely different modules. Another objective is to cut back the 
network inconsistencies and network traffi c attributable to the 
unbalancing of hundreds. The reduction of network inconsistency 
can result in maximization of network information measure in 
order that so many numerous such a big amount of, such a giant 
amount of, such a lot of large applications will run in it. Because 
of ability to quantify property, we are able to add, delete, 
update new nodes in order that it supports heterogeneousness 
of the system. To enhance the potential of nodes we tend to 
use Distributed fi le system in Cloud Computing Applications.
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I.INTRODUCTION

     Cloud Computing is a technology that uses the internet 
and central remote servers to maintain data and applications. 
Extensive scale disseminated frameworks, for example, 
distributed computing requisitions are getting to be 
exceptionally basic. These requisitions accompany expanding 
tests on the most profi cient method to exchange and where 
to store and register information. This framework introduces 
a creative thought in distributed computing. In a goliath 
cloud we have the ability to include many hubs together. The 
primary point is to assign records to those hubs while not 
making critical burden to any of the hubs, for that documents 
square mark divided off into totally diverse modules. An 
alternate target is to decrease the system inconsistencies and 
system activity attributable to the unbalancing of hundreds. 
The lessening of system confl ict can bring about expansion 
of system data measure in place that such a large number 
of various such an enormous measure of, such a monster 
measure of, such a ton of extensive requisitions will run in it. 
Due to capability to quantify property, we have the capacity 
to include, erase, redesign new hubs in place that it upholds 
heterogeneousness of the framework. To upgrade the potential 
of hubs we have a tendency to utilize Distributed record 
framework as a part of Cloud Computing Applications.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
 
The basic concepts of cloud computing which are required to 
do the project, means how clouds will store the data and what 
are the techniques required to provide security for the data 
while transferring storing and while retrieving the data from 
clouds.

     The concepts related to the project those are  central node 
manage ment and distributed fi le systems. And how to provide 
service to the user of different sectors.  This  helps how node 
management will provide service to different users.

A.Existing  System  With  Disadvantages

Emerging distributed fi le systems depends on a central node 
for module reallocation. Will so become the performance 
bottleneck and therefore the single purpose of failure. Load 
balance based on distributed fi le system which is not based on 
central node. The rebalancing task would   performed by the 
each node individually. Due to this complexity will occur.

III.PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

A.Proposed System

     In previous systems load balancing task will be based 
on central node. And based on distributed fi le systems with 
considering total cloud . The rebalancing algorithm will be 
applied for all nodes with in the cloud. There fore the original 
data will be moved from  one node to other which is far away 
from node to which the user will connect and send his request. 
At fi rst the original user requested data will be at fi rst node 
to which the user will be connect. Before getting user request 
some rebalancing tasks may be performed. At that  time the 
data will be  moved to the node which is far away to the 
user. To give response  to the user they would re balance total 
cloud with out considering the path through which the chunk 
will move from user connected node to current node. We will 
consider that path and apply re balancing algorithm for that 
path only. While rebalancing the chunk will be moved to 
previous node that is we migrate the fi le chunks to the 
previous node without randomly selecting node for 
migration.

     Now-a-days the forceful technology is CLOUD computing. 
In this technology the patrons have organizing of resources 
and also without any complicated deployment they assign 
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vigorously their resources. The disseminated fi le systems, 
Map Reduce programming paradigm, virtualization are the 
important technologies used for clouds.   
   
     The comprising entity will be gradually not succeeded 
so that they connect to maintain system consistency. The 
clouds will be used in huge range because of the emphasizes 
scalability gives by this technique. In Map Reduce 
programming paradigm, the disseminated fi le systems are the 
important structure blocks in cloud computing application. 
The node provides storage space and also continuously serves 
computing in this fi le system. The Map Reduce problems will 
be performed in equivalently over the nodes by using the fi le 
can be partitioned into many number of chunks are assigned 
in separate nodes.

     The distributed hash table (DHT) generalized for providing 
entity storage space and their repossession by using DHT-
based p2p systems like as chord, pastry, Tapestry and CAN. 
By the hypothetical approach in DHT’s they imagined that 
the nodes in the systems are homogeneous in resources. On 
condition that the DHT have two restrictions. Primarily, 
they do not generate perfect load balancing in DHT’s the 
object ID’s are used to resorting the strandization of the hash 
function. The following one is they do not take into account 
of the heterogeneity behavior of p2p systems, through the 
uniform structure of overlaid network. 
  
     The user can contact with each and every accessible 
object competently is the main objective of p2p systems is to 
attach all accessible resources in the p2p network. As the p2p 
system “competently “is interpreted as determined to make 
certain fair load disseminated along with the individual peer 
node. The outcome of achieving load balance in DHT is the 
essential consequence.

     Which answerable for an adjusted allotment of the DHT 
location space. First and foremost, the regular irregular part 
of the location space around hubs is not totally adjusted. A 
few hubs wind up with a bigger part of the locations and 
along these lines get a bigger parcel of the haphazardly con-
veyed things. A critical issue in Dhts is burden adjust the 
even circulation of things (or other burden measures) to hubs 
in the DHT. This comes about the uneven conveyance of 
module servers.

Uniformly allocation of chunks with out search the a. 
chunk server for user request.
We aim to reduce network traffi c.b. 
Improve the overall system performance.c. 
Improve the overall user satisfaction.d.  

B.System Architecture:
The Overall Architecture of the project that shows the 
workfl ow of the entire proposed system.

Fig.1 Load Balancing

Advantages 
Overcome dependency on central node.a. 
Reduce movement cost.b. 
Reduce load imbalance factor.c. 
Overcome performance bottleneck.d. 
Consider the path through which chunk will be e. 

travel in spite of considering whole cloud. More importantly 
reduce access time.

IV. MODULES AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. Modules
File Partitioning
A fi le can be upload by a client that fi le can be partitioned 
into number of fi xed size chunks.  Nodes will be allocated 
by these fi le chunks. Based on key value pair portioned will 
occur. Among nodes parallel perform map reduce tasks. For 
example, each chunk has the same size 64Mbytes.

Collect Load Status
A gossip based aggregation protocol is used to collect the 
load status of node in the system. This protocol executes 
a thread to the nodes which allocates the chunks to the 
node and also contains the load information along with 
ID and network address. Each node performs the load 
rebalancing algorithm independently.

Identify Chunk update in Node
The load of the chunk server is proportional to the number 
of chunks hosted by the server. Hence the number of fi le 
that a node handles may increase day by day, also the fi le 
chunks which are stored in different node gets deleted 
dynamically in any of the nodes in the system. Here we 
identify the chunk deletion of fi les which are stored in 
different nodes.
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Migrate Chunks to the Previous Node

When there is a fi le chunk deletion in a node, we 
migrate the fi le chunks to the previous node in the 
system without randomly selecting nodes for fi le chunk 
reallocation. Thereby fi le chunks can be reallocated to 
the nodes uniformly and also we can reduce the migration 
time of the fi le chunks in the system.

Algorithm:

Optimal  Path  Load  Rebalancing  Algorithm
Here we assume the entire node have identical capacity 
and node can handles equal number of chunks.
Assumptions:

F= {f1, f2 ,f3, ….. fr}
Ni={n1,n2,n3……….ns}
G= defi nes capacity of node
Boolean fl ag=false
Boolean full=true
m =defi nes the total number of nodes in the system
s =defi nes the number of chunks in nodes
b= fi les splitted into number of chunks based on fi le size
ck=defi nes the number of chunks

Input : Set of nodes /chunk servers
Output: Migrating chunks to previous node
for (i=1;1<=m; i++) {
if (Ni!=G) {
for (j=1; j<=s; j++) {
for (k=1; k<=b: k++) { Ni[ns] = f[ck] } }
else { return Ni as heavy node} for ( k=1; k<=b; k++) {
if( ck==NULL)
{fl ag= false; }
else
{ fl ag=true; } if (ck==fl ag)
{ Ni+1 migrate its 
load ck to Ni } }
}

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

A load rebalancing algorithm to deal with rebalancing 
problem in large scale, dynamic and distributed fi le 
systems in cloud has been presented in this system. 
Our proposal strives to balance the load of nodes and 
reduce the demanded movement cost as much as 
possible. Our proposal is comparable to the centralized 
algorithm in HDFS and DFS can be incorporated in 
Single Node or Multi Node cluster environment. The 
load balancing tasks c a n  b e  p e r f o r m e d  b y  t h e 
n o d e s  i n d e p e n d e n t l y ,  without synchronization 
or global knowledge regarding the system. In a load 
balance cloud the resources can be well utilized and 
provisioned, maximizing the performance of Map Reduce 
based applications. The algorithm also outperforms the 

competing distributed in terms of movement cost and load 
imbalance factor.
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